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ABSTRACT

LEARN= TO FIND THE "NICHES":

RURAL EDtrxriag AND VITALIZING RURAL 024IJNITIES

By

Daryl Hobbs, University of Missouri

Even more than the rest of the society, rural Ant...-ica has undergone
substantial restructuring during the past two decades. This restructur-
ing has dampened future prospects for the most widely practiced rural
development strategy of the past - rural industrialization. Odds now
favor "job creation" over "smokestack chasing" for many rural
comities. But human capital is a key and educational innovations are
a key to producing it.

We emphasize that rural restructuring has contributed to rural
Amer; ca having became more economically dependent and more economically
and socially diverse. Concurrently rural regionalization has changed the
role and function of rural camunities. Regionalization and dependency
have been reinforced by rural institutions having became more cxnpletely
integrated into national "systems". These changed conditions affect both
rural education and prospects for =al economic development.

After reviewing industrial restructuring of the society and economy
we identify various factor's and conditions that influence the prospects
and opportunities for rural =nullity economic development today. Weemphasize that prospects for grakh in natural resource and goods-
producing industries (those that rural economies are most dependent on)
are dim, but that service employment will likely continue to grow. New
rural development strategies should take into account the jab-creating
potential of small business -am! entrepreneurship, especially- in findingand filling local linichnr. Vie also srphasize the need. for more
"knowledwbaselm Viterprise and the need to create new networks and
partnerships to support alternative approaches to rural development.

We conclude by identifying same ways rural schools and rural
education can more effectively support comamity economic development.
Specifically to emphasize the need for vroxiding sound basic education
and training atudents -to became orb cavable of innovation, entre-
PrenallialaP and larking as mathkrs of small problem solving teems. Wealso earbast the need for continuing educa tion, more educational
attention paid to the locality, and educational partnerships that can
contribute to both improved education and improved prospects for

economic development.
The paper concludes with a review of same innovative approaches tolinking rural education with rural revitationalization. A resource

bibliography is attached.
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Those rural camunities who have survived the barrages of social and

economic change of the past 80 years, continue to confront threats to

their vitality and even existence as a new wave of national economic

restructuring sweeps the land.

The threats to rural communitiLs' survival during the first half of

this century were largely attributable to the simultaneous

industrialization of agriculture and the urban economy. The

mechanization of agriculture released farm labor that booming =tan

industry was able ta absorb. Substantial rural peculation (and economic)

decline resulted as rural people moved to where ti jobs were. Rural to

urban migration, especially of youth, became as predictable as death and

taxes. Industrialization of the economy, mechanization of agriculture and

increased productivity of each went hand in hand. As farms changed so,

of necessity, did agricultural communities. Till the while rural and

urban differences were becoming less distinct - rural America was

becoming phased into an industrially based mass society.

Rural schools played a prominent role in this rural-urban inversion

Rural communities invested in the education of their youth who took their

literacy and skills with than to cash in in urban labor markets. It is

difficult to overstate the extent to which rural America subsidized the

nation's economic growth through a continuing stream of literate and

skilled workers imbued with a work ethic (Bowles and Gintis, 1974).

Clearly the country was well served by this movement - the benefit to

rural localities is much more difficult to assess. As human capital

theorists were to later emchasize (e.g. Schultz, 1961; Mincer, 1979;

Bowman, 1979) this tide of rural to urban human capital, if not the
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engine a national econmaic growth, yes certainly a major source of it's

fuel. This era spawned much of the conymtional scted in be continue to

exercise today aLout the relationship between education and economic

development: conventional wisdom that now tends to inhibit the

innovation in both education and economic development that current

circumstances necessitate. To paraphrase one author (Castle, 1986) our

rural institutions have been remarkably faithful to the purposes they

were created to serve, but the times have changed and so have the

problems.

We will emphasize that our recent history has generated an economic

development and an educational orthodoxy both of which appear to have

outlived sane of their usefulness. The value of those orthodoxies for

=cal economic development and rural education is particularly suspect

because changed oonlitions make it increasingly improbable that rural

industrialization will care to the rescue of rural exnanies. It is no

more likely that rural ozmmunities will be able to continue to afford and

justify all the features of the conventional, comprehensive school.

Creativity and innovation is needed in both areas. Creative coupling at

the (Immunity level of education and development in the service of rural

revitalization may be one of the more fruitful innovations. 1t employ a
term of currency, there is potential for substantial synergism by asking

that commotion.

Because recent events have so shifted the landscape of economic

development we will direct our attention initially to recent trends and

hod these are contributing to new economic development prescriptions and

practices - both for rural comumities and for the nation. Fran our
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perspective this alternative economic development agenda is opening the

door widely for creative coupling of education and community economic

development.

Creation of a New Rural Plateau

The problems created for rural oormaunities by the long-term

mechanization of agriculture and the exodus of trained manpower began to

come clearly into focus by the late 1950's. At that time rural America

was still predominantly agricultural but the consequenoes of

uni-directional change had become obvious (Dillman, 1986). Media

articles began to appear with regularity forecasting the "death" of rural

communities., The first rural development legislation, uncoupled from

agriculture, appeared during the Eisenhower administration and gained

momentum through the range of "social" programs spawned during the War On

Poverty (Hobbs, 1979). Concurrently the Interstate Highway system was

beyun. A round of rural restructuring was under way that would have a

profound effect on everything rural - from schools, to employment and

lifestyles.

With the stage this set assimilatJon of rural America into the VMS

society accelerated from 1960-1980. Paw many reasons, including such

major infrastructure inventments as the Interstate system, greatly

improved highways, many urban based goods-producing industries, in search

of lower costs of prguction, especially labor, Bound communities with

open arms in rural America. Rural communities had become anxious to fill

the economic void created by a shrinking agricultural base. They not

only laid out the welcome mat, but through their own industrial

7
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development efforts they added inducements and recruited industries

wishing to expand or relocate. This a marriage was consunmated.

Industries, especially nature product, goods producing industries,

largely dependent on relatively low skill labor, moved to the

countryside. By the middle 1970's manufacturing employment had emerged

as the single largest source of rural income (Pulver, 1986). Fran 1960

to 1975 growth in rural manufacturing employment exceeded that in

metropolitan America by a substantial margin (Bradshaw, 1982). A new key

to short-run survival and economic vitality of many rural connunities had

been found.

concurrently other changes were contributing to further urbanizing

rural America. Important among them was the rural population turnaround,

which, during the 1970's, produced an unprecedented net ncvement of

people from urban to rural areas (Wardwell, 1982). The reasons were

multiple - more rural factory jobs was one; large numbers of retirees,

free to have guarrnteed retirement checks sent to whatever address they

chose, began to choose rural addresses; yet another contributor was the

many urban people who moved further from their city-based jobs to

outlying rural communities in search of what they perceived to be the

superior qual,ty of life of the small town. Other factors such as the

search for domestic energy and the national growth.in &mend for outdoor

recreation also played a pert. Ail added now components to the rural

economic hew These factors diversified rural economies and motivated

talk of a rural renaissance during the 197C's. But the "rural revival"

proved to be short-lived as the agricultural crisis of the 1980's hit,

some factories, having demonstrated their mobility by moving to rural
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areas, again became mobile in favor of off -shore locations (Bluestone and

Harrison, 1982), and an energy crisis was transformed into an energy

glut.

Thus by 1987, save for those rural aximunities fortunate enough to

have "chosen" a location within commuting range of growing metropolitan

areas, and those which continue to attract ex-urbanites in search of

recreation or a country retirement, rural camnunities generally find

themselves confronted with a shrinking economic base. A shrinking

economic base translates into fewer jobs, an ability to support a smaller

population, and declining revenue to support needed public services,

including education. The decline has occurred simply because over the

past 15 years, there has been virtually no employment growth in the

nation's gods - producing industries (manufacturing, construction, mining,

agriculture, forestry and fisheries) -the enterprises rural localities

had become most dependent on (Garrick, 1985; Pulver, 1986). Consequently

many rural communities today no longer see economic development as only

desirable - it has became essential.

But the question has become: what kind of rural economic development

is feasible, possible? Can rural communities expect to swim against the

current of national and international economic trends? Hardly any of the

traditional components of the rural economic base are prime candidates

for notable growth. While rural localities did capture a larger share of

manufacturing employment during the 1960's and 1970's, this proved to be

at the back end of the curve since concumently nearly all net national

employment growth was being generated by the service sector (Bender,

1987). Nationally, industrial restructuring was and is occurring
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(Tienda, 1986). Entrepreneurship (Drmmker,1985), flex-sysiam production

(Reich, 1983), advanced services (biloyelle,1983), venture capital, ainll

business development (Smith and Pulver, 1981), finding "niches",

kncvedge-based development (Denton, 1986) etc. 'live begun to replace

"sankestack chasing" in the lexicon of both national and rural economic

development. Coupetitiveness has become the goal and new approaches are

regarded as necessary to achieving it. But what tools does rural America

have to work with in its quest for economic development? What is the

"lay of the land"?

The Changed Contour of Rural America: A Different Social and Economic

Landscape

The 1960's and 70's transformed rural America, but did not "solve"

its perennial economic problems although many communities and regions

experienced temporary relief. But the transformations did shift the

playing field confronting rural communities in their quest for continued

existence. We review same of the features of the changed landscare

because there are indications that many administrators and policy makers

continue to think of a rural America and a national eocnany that no

longer exists (Castia, 1986). Changes for progress are likely to be

improved if efforts are based on a rural America that is really "out

there" rather than one that is presumed to exist, or remedmred to have

existed. Same features of the 1987 model of rural America include:

1. Rural cam unity dependence - Most of the causes of rural

comummitychange originated from:tout:side the community (Wilkinson, 1986).
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Farm product, timber, energy and other Natural resource prices are not

established locally - they are determined by national and international

markets; rural careunities did not decide on their own to either move a

factory to their community or to close it down (Summers, 1982). The

forces of national and international change have caused rural camunities

to become more dependent - dependent for their economic existence on

factors over which they nave increasingly little control. Small rural

economies have had few defenses against change - their increased external

dependence has made then more vulnerable.

2. Rural diversity - Recent economic changes have not occurred

uniformly across rural America. There has been uneven development.

Rural industrialization was largely concentrated in the South and West

(Rosenfeld, et.al. 1985; Bluestone and Harrison, 1982). Growth-and

decline in energy development took place mostly in the West and

Southwest. As agriculture became more commercial, it also became more

geographically concentrated. The farm crisis of the 1980's has been

predominantly a crisis of the upper Midwest. Because of growth of other

sJurces of rural income agriculture now ranks well down the list among

rural income producers although many rural communities continue to be

principally dependent on it. Retirement income now Accounts for several

times more rural income than agriculture (Bradstwar, 1982i Summers :41c1

Hirechl, 1985). Rural communities within 50 miles of major metropolitan

areas are learning how to cope with growth while spatially isolated

farming communities struggle to survive. Enclaves of urban affluence have

sprung up in rural localities having outdoor recreation amenities. But

rural America continues to harbor a disproportionate share of the

11
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nation's poverty. Much of the rural poverty is concentrated in what have

been labeled persistently poor counties - counties that have remained

among the bottom 10 percent in income since 1950. These counties are

largely populated by minorities - the Southeast having a major share

(Daft, 1982).

Therefore talk about rural America in general is not very

productive; local circumstances and opportunities vary too greatly. A

strategy that makes sense for one rural cannunitynight well be a failure

in another (Nachtigal, 1980).

3. Regionalization of rural communities and services -A persistent

image, firmly embedded in nostalgia, portrays rural America as composed

of relatively autonomous and self-sufficient communities having a high

degree of social cohesion and identity. But, stimulated by improved

highways and dominance of a "bigger is better" notion of efficiency, many

communities have lost social and economic functions to larger towns.

Instead of being "compast;!' _ocenunities, they have become partial

communities at best. Application of the industrial themes of

centralization, specialization and consolidation contributed to more

rural services becoming concentrated in larger towns and small cities.

Schools, health care, retail trade, vocational' schools, government

administrative services, etc. have become more centralized. Commmting to

work in other communities ha4 also become a widely practiced rural

adaptation to shrinking local job prospects. Consequently today's rural

resident typically patronizes a nulber of towns, spends a lot of time on

the road, and participates in what might be termed "regional

communities". Not only have many smaller oamnmities lost economic and

12
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service firm:Lions but they have correspondingly lost a part of the social

attachment their residents feel toward the locality. The concept of

rural community has changed substantially. (Summers, 1986; Wilkinson,

1986).

4. Incorporation of rural services into national "systems"- There

is a national tradition of igcal/community control of services,

especially education. But the general thrust of change haa been to

substantially rer-Jos local autonomy and to incorporate more rural

services, fiscally, mininistratively, and programmatically into state and

national systems (Apple, 1982; Spring, 1982). Part of the impetus has

been increased state and national funding, intended to *equalize

quality; another important contributor has been increased

professionalization of services, especially education. A benefit to

rural communities has been additional fiscal support for their services;

costs include reduced adaptability of local services to the enviroment

they serve and greater dependence (Castle, 1986). TC a great extent this

trend contributed to standardizing education - an effect which also

reduces the potential for needed rural institutional innovation.

Since rural America, both scaradcally and socially, has become more

incorporated into the national "system ", changes ocrurring nationally

also have an important influence on rural localities. We turn now to

some of the national changes which have rural implications.
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The CUrrent Economic and Social Enviroment

Although lifferent authors have opined different terms to describe

changes, there is a growing realization that wegatrends are occurring

and, like rural America, the entire national economy is undergoing

transformation. Economic internationalization and a corresponding shift

away fran mass production of standardized goods to more of a service

based economy are two of the more frequently cited features (Thurow,

1985).

Evidence of the restructuring is is be found all around us.

Economic news presents a mixed bag. On the one hand it stresses that

more jobs are being createxia that the number of people employed stands at

an all time high, that the economic recovery is continuing. But

concurrently there are other trends that are prompting concern about

national economic competitiveness. Gross national product continues to

grow, but its rate of growth is elan. In most economic sectors labor

productivity has stagnated and has fallen well Whind other major

industrial nations (anutmr, 1985). There is a contention that the U.S.

has shifted from being a center of higher value production to laser value

production (the growth of service employment is frequently cited as a

reason). Bath (1983) for example, observes that while the U.S. is

gaining automobile assembly plants with Japanese name plates, much of the

higher value production of the sophisticated components is occurring in

Japan. The lower value assembly of those components is taking place

here. Growth of the service sector has meant that many of the new jobs

being created are at or only slightly above minimum wage (Bluestone and

Hagrison, 1982). However services is a complex category since

compensation (and skills) of service workers varies fran the minimum

14
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wages of counter workers at fast food restaurants to the highest levels

of compensation for say, neurosurgeons and corporate lawyers (Nayelle,

1983). Because of the surge of low wage employment, family income (in

constant dollars) has declined over the past 15 years even though there

has been a substantial increase in the number of multiple income families

as women employed outside the home has become the norm.

National Trsinsfarmations: Fran Mass Society to Multiple Option

Edllman (1986) has portrayed these transformations on the following

chart. He shows three fundamentally different eras that have

characterized the U.S. this century. The earliest of these - the era of

community control (fundamental to many of our ideas about rural

ommunities)- is pretty well past, while another - the one he refers to

as an information age is in ascendance.

Edllman, is joined by others (e.g. Reich, 1983; Drucker, 1985;

Thurow, 1985; Naisbitt, 1982) in noting that during the 1920'3 the mass

society began to gain dominance, and a long term process began of

incorporating local uniquemesses, interests, and needs under a national

industrial and managmant-dominated umbrella. Local concerns endways of

doing things became subordinated to those of the larger society. Once in

action the twin principles of management and Nees gained momentum and so

transformed the society that by the 1960's the U.S. could be fairly

characterized as a mass society. But analysts observe that the mass

society is now losing its dominance, its place being taken by what

Dill= calls an information age - an era likely to be dominated by

information and information technology. While the mass society operated

15
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on the principle of centralization, information age technology creates a

potential for decentralization. The standardization of everything that

wes a hallmark of the mass society is eroding as an operational

principle. In its place a multiple option society is in the making - one

in which It is no longer as clear as it once might have been who is

employed and who isn't, WhO is a student and who isn't, who is married

and who isn't, arc. (Naisbitt, 1982; Amason, 1982).

So the U.S. is now regarded as in a period of transition. But

transitions ewe never as smooth as they appear to be when portrayed on a

chart. Transitions can be confusing and new directions unclear. It is

the transition from one set of operating rules (orthocksty) to another

that contributes to the mixed performance of the U.S. economy today.

Change creates opportunities for additional change and it is the

transformations underway that inspire repeated calls for innovation in

the very institutions we have come to take -..net for granted. But as

Icheisor ha', observed - nothing so persistently evades our attention as

that which we take for granted.

Our Inheritance From the Mass Society - Dominance of Management

Robert Reich (1983) refers to the era of the mass society as the era

of memagement. Peter Drucker (1986), himself a major contributor to the

scientific renegemenh literature, echoes that observation. The idea and

practice of scientific management was a key to the U.S. achieving it's

past position of international industrial dominance. It was the creation

of assembly lines and learning how to menage (coordinate) large numbers

of specialized workers that was a catalyst to increased industrial

16
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output. The application of principles of management to mass production

resulted in greater production efficiency. Output increased

significantly, and "economies of scale" became one of the more prominent

organizing principles. Efficiency was declared to be associated with the

size of the organization. The larger the organization the greater the

presumed efficiency. The average cost of management declined the more

units it effectively managed. Labor productivity also increased with the

efficiency and wage rates increased accordingly. National economic

growth and a growing middle class which sustained growing mass

consumption were important outcomes.

The effectiveness of the principles of management in the workplace

led to their being extended and becoming and integral part of doing

things throughout the whole society (Edson, 1982). They became the

society's organizing principles: applied not only in the work place but

in schools, health care, social services, government bureaucracies, even

churches and charitable organizations. As suggested by Reich:

"Managerialism offered America a set of organizing principles at
precisely the time (the 1920's) when many Americans sensed a need
for greater organization, and these principles soon shaped every
dominant American institution precisely as they helped those
institutions become dominant. The logic of routine, arg_e-scale
manufacturing first shaped it's original business environment and
then permeated the larger social environment. An American society
embraced and duplicated it because it was the very engine of
prosperity." (1983:149)

The principles of mass and neknagament were combined to create the mass

media, mass transit, mass merchandising, etc.

17
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The Effect of Management on Education

As the principles of management were being extended to education and

being adopted by schools a perceptible shift in educational practices,

methods, and goals occurred. Schools became institutions to be managed,

efficiency became a standard for judging management effectiveness, and

management was found to work best (be more efficient) if both inputs and

outputs become more standardized. Hasa education occurred become a measure

for evaluating its effectiveness. Uniqueness (of student, teacher,

locality, etc.) was presumed to contribute to inefficiency and was

therefore to be discouraged. Innovations were encouraged but were

largely addressed to methods of improving efficiency (output per unit of

input). Consequently by the 1960's schools had become strongly committed

to the economic principles of standardized mess production and attendant

notions of efficiency - an organizational ideology which inspired the

title of David Tyack's educational critique *The One Best System" (1974).

It was the extension of this organizational ideology of the school to

rural localities (consolidation was broadly instigated to achieve

organizational efficiencies) (Sher, 1977) that was an important feature

of what we referred to above as the incorporation of rural 4nstitutions

into a national system. Locality agendas, including rural localities,

become subordinate to the national agenda.

Consequently schools were becoming efficient and effective agencies

of industrial socialization as well as providing for basic education and,

in more recent years, for student's nerketible skills. By the 1960's

educators and economic leaders alike were becoming committed to

employability of graduates as a major expectatialof the role of schools.

A key to success in the mass society was mobility - geographically,

is
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socially, occupationally. Providing students with the capability of

being mobile became a prominent public expectation. A mess society also

produced a mass labor market that the products of the schools were to be

prepared for.

Where the regular sdhool was failing to provide marketable skills and

mobility, vocational training schools and programs were added to provide

an alternative track. To a very great extent therefore education and the

economy consummated a symbiotic relationship. It was not so much a case

of negotiating an explicit partnership regarding the content of education

and training as it was a case of parallel development through employing

common methods of production. Students who successfully worked their way

through the school system found few surprises when they entered the world

of work.

Both the schooling experience and the skills acquired contributed to

the human capital an industrial society was demanding. Simon capital

embodies the notion that students acquire both work and organizational

habits and attitudes to function in the world of work, and also the

manual and mental skills that are applicable to production (Bowman,

1979).
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Education and Economic Development - A National Perspective

Evolution of the relationship between education and economy makes it

difficult to interpret and understand charge in either one without

recourse to the other. Many contend that the economy's influence on the

school has been more profound than the edhocl's influence on the economy.

The role of the economy in shaping the ideology and practice of schooling

is emphasized by one author who notes that:

"Between 1880 and 1920 a relationship was established between work
and schooling that became permanently embedded in both the structure
and ideology of American public schooling. This relationship -
manifested in a new belief that public schools could, and indeed
should, prepare youth for work - rapidly became a pert of the
predominant orthodoxy that continues to shape and limit educational
thought and practice today." (Edson, 1982:145)

But the contribution of education to economic growth has also become

a cornerstone of economic orthodoxy and public values. Schultz (1961)

won the Wool Prize for his work identifying how much of America's past

century of economic growth could be attributed to the !human capital"

produced by schooling and education. Schultz and ctlierl docimented that

the amount of the nation's economic growth couldn't be accounted for

solely by increases in the quantity of land, labor, and capital

(Williamson, 1979) . Hunan capital theory asserts that it is changes in

the quality of labor (skills, habits) that.accounts for the difference.

In addition one of the most firmly `old beliefs among Americans of

all socio-economic levels, despite quite a bit of evidence to the

contrary, is that education is the path to upward mobility, the *way to

get ahead", the great equalizer (Bowles and Gintis, 19741 Jencks, 1972).

The conviction is that both individual and public investments in

education are rewarded in the market place.
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The importance of the connection between economy and education is

underscored by the amount of public attention being focused on each

today. It is doubtful for example, if one could find many state

governors who wouldn't identify the two major concerns of their state as

education and economic growth. States might differ only in the order

they report those two concerns, or which they Sal is cause and which is

effect - more investment in education to produce econceic growth, or more

economic growth in order to be able to afford education. However a

consensus is moving toward the side of education being a "cause" of

economic development, to wit a lead story from the St. Louis Dispatch:

"The future of Missouri's economy and job opportunities hinges on
dramatic inprovenents in the quality of the state's public
education, says a report issued Thursday by a high-level panel
commissioned by Governor John Ashcroft... There will be no
significant economic opportunities unless we have a strong education
system and a high literacy rate' said Missouri Secretary of State
Roy Blunt, a co-chainsn of the panel, which is called the Missouri
Opportunity 2000 COnmission."

The foundation of public concern appears to be the recent

performance of both education and the economy. We described above the

concern for a growing lads of competitiveness in the econk.-r. But on

the education side, the Nation At Risk (1983), and many subsequent

critiques of the perftftence of the educational system have captured

national attention. The nation has been atimulated tolvmmiartdiy, as its

investment in education has increased both absolutely and relatively over

the past two decades, educational perfornanoe, measured both by student

test scores, and indirectly by the productivity of the graduates, has

declined (Thurow, 1985). This perception of economic and educational

performance problems has emerged in tandem, and is inspiring some new
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perspectives about the education - economic develcment

interrelationship.

Responses to perceptions of performance deficiencies have taken two

general forms: preservation and change. Preserrationista argue that we

must get back to "basics" in both the econami and education - that the

solutions lie in doing a better job of what we did in the past -

reimbstrialize the economy and concentrate on the 3 R's in education.

Advocates of change argue on the other hand, that the methods and

emphases of the past are a part of the problem and that there must be

fundamental change in methods and approaches both in school and at the

work place; that we must "work smarter* and that.we must be more

innovative, creative, and entrepreneurial both econanicaLly and

educationally. We will take the side of change in suggesting lays in

which education, broadly conceived, and schools in particular might

participate more directly in attempts to revitalize rural ccemunities.

RUM!, DEVELOPMENT A! EDUCATICN IN 111E 1980'S

The predominant strategy of past rural economic development efforts

leaned strongly toward rural industrialization and facilitating the

out-migration of rural youth Sir %Atm employment prospects at hanswere

not bright (Hobbs, 1979; Tweeten, 1980). Rural development was to be

achieved a combination of addition (adding industry) and subtraction

fUcilitating outmigration so there would be fewer to divide an often

shrinking rural income pie). Education was allocated a prominent role in

the migration strategy (skilled and educated youth had much better
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prospects for economically successful migration) but only a modest role

in industrialization. The effect of education on industrialization was

generally indirect. Evidence indicates for example that rural

=amities making greater investments in education were somewhat more

effective in attracting industry, ceteris paribus (Smith, et. al. 1980;

Tweeten, 1980).

The industrialization strategy, mudh more than autmigration,

involved federal, state and local collaboration. Federal govenimed: made

large infrastructure investments that facilitated industrial relocation

(programs such as the Appalachia Regional ComIssion played a prominent

role). Investment in vocational education facilities was also a part of

this initiative. States recruited industry and worked on neking an

attractive industrial environment, including tax concessions, and

localities recruited and added other local inducements (Summers, 1982).

These helping hands of government added to the inclination of many

industries to now from areas of higher cost to lower cost labor - and

they moved.

The fact that these initiatives were associated with rural

industrialization success has node the strategy difficult to set aside

(Sher, 1986). While we used the past tense in describing these efforts

they actually remain the predominant rural development strategy today.

There are few rural communities of any size that don't retain an

Industrial Devalocementammission. However federal financial support for

rural development has slowed to a trickle. State governments have taken

up much of th3 slack under "New Federalism" and have intensified their

industrial development efforts. However, as noted in the Post- Dispatch
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quote above, a broader notion of economic development closely tied to

education investments. has begun to replace the industrial relocation

strategy.

The opportunity Structure for Rural Community Economic Development

Within this context we cite the following as some of the factors on

which an alternative rural economic development strategy Should be based:

1. For the past 20 years there has been virtually no employment

growth in goods-producing industries. Natural resource industries have

exhibited a similar trend (Garnick, 1985; Tienda, 1986; Tweeten, 1986).

Those trends are likely to continue. However there is same potential for

rural communities in padding value" to the raw materials they have

traditionally produced.

2. Conversely employment in service industries increased rapidly in

both metro and non metro areas from 1969-1984. Much of this growth

appears to be assJciated with enduring changes in demography, household

income, consumer tastes and technology. Nationally this growth will

likely continue, but where and what is a question that confronts rural

communities.

&mover non-metro service sector employment growth has trailed the

rate of metro area growth during the past 8 years after matching the

metro growth rate from 1969-1976. The earlier rapid rural service

employment growth was associated with the corresponding growth in

goods-producing industries. As rural goods producing employment growth

slowed; so too did service employment (Bender, 1987). Mover Smith and
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Pulver emphasize that there is a substantial potential for

normanufacturimg busineds development in rural areas (1981). They

emphasize the presence of "niches" available to exploit both for

expanding the community export base and in providing services for which

there is a locally viable demand. One source of income and employment

multipliers that many rural =Enmities have overlooked is the increased

amount of cash transfer payments received by retired persons. Summers

and Hirsch]. (1985) report for example that approximately $4,000 of Social

Security payments Oct counting related income from other sources such as

retirement programa, dividends, interest, etc.) is sufficient to produce

one job. This compares with the need for over $91,000 in manufacturing

payroll and $65,000 in agricultural sales to produce one additional job.

Because of the growing significance of service sector employment,

some analysis has been directed toward differentiating the serviceu

sector (Arington and Odle, 1980; NOyelle, 1983). "Advanced services"

(Norale, 1983,) which includes those having a substantial scientific,

knowledge, or technological foundation, have became a major component of

metropolitan economic development but have contributed little to rural

community development ('l%asten, 1984). Sane contend however that there

is a potential for more knowledge-based rural development.

3. Knowledge based rural economic development is being advocated

more strongly (Deaton, 1986; Hobbs, 1986; Reich, 1983; TWeeten, 1984) as

a concomitant of in restructuring. It is argued that the

intentional application of knowledge and technology as principal

production inputs holds an important key to future economic development

at all levels. The admonition is that we must work "smarter". Same of
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the spectacular growth in "high tech" industries has reinforced this

orientation. But knowledge based economic development is far rore

comprehensive than "high tech". Productivity in virtually all sectors

can be substantially increased by the more effective and deliberate

application of knowledge (Deaton, 1986; Thum', 1985).

While many are justifiably skeptical of the rural development

potential of technology based enterprise (e.g. 'Neaten, 1984) it is
useful to recall that one of the most significant

knowledge based

industries of this century was the hybridization of agricultural seeds

and livestock. This industry had its origin in such rural places as Coon

Rapids and Hampton, Iowa, Dekalb, Illinois, etc.

important to the rural development potential of knowledge based

enterprise however is fashioning new linkages between rural communities

and /or entrepreneurs and sources of specialized knowledge, such as for

example state and regional colleges and universities (Hobbs, 1986).

4. Although it has been recognized for several years that a

majority of the nation's new employment is being generated by small

business (Birch, 1979; 1985), that realization is just beginning to

occupy a more visible position among economic development strategies.

Job creation is beginning to replace "smoke stack" chasing as a strategy.

That shift is supported by the better odds for success in job creation,

retention and expansion. As indicated by CaMpbell:

"Today of the 360,000 potential businesses to be chased, tenpercent expand or relocate annually. However, of these 36,000expansions and relocations only 5 percent will relocate in anotherstate. Aiming for these 1800 relocations are many of the 12,000 -15,0000 development and redevelopment councils, commissions andagencies." (1985:43)
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Conversely Campbell and associates cite a Wall Street Journal article

which reports that, of the 17 million American small businesses, about

one million have both the inclination and capacity for substantial growth

and significant job generation. They suggest that one million small

firms with a capacity for growth present better odds than pursuing one of

the 1800 relocations.

However some recent research (Armington and Odle, 1982; Miller,

1985) has questioned haw such employment growth is actually attributable

to small induce-mint enterprise. These researchers find that a

substantial amount of the growth in businesses classifitd as small, is

actually owned and/or controlled by larger firms. Despite these caveats,

"thinking small" has become an inhabitant in the domain of economic

development strategy at all levels. It is also a perspective more in

accord with rural realities.

5. Recognition of the importance of small business to jab creation

has contributed to the "entreprener:" becoming the new darling of

economic development. Strategies are emerging which erphasize finding,

training, and supporting entrepreneurs who have a capacity to initiate

new enterprises with growth potential (Pulver, 1985; 1986).

A strength of the well business- entrepreneur strategy for smaller

rural localities is that well enterprises can .meet important local

needs, be more responsive to local influences, adapt to local conditions

and may be less likely to migrate (Sheridan, 1985).

Although smell businesses are sore likely to 'belong" to their

canmunity, and to cluster around less "cyclically sensitive industries"

(Sheridan, 1985) there are some downsides. They tend to be concentrated
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in low wage industries and their risk of "failure" is presumed to be

high. However the late Albert Shapero (1983) debunks the presumed

failure rate of entrepreneurs. He contends that the reported failure

rates are inflated - that many of the "failures" are "repeat offenders";

entrepreneurs who begin several different enterprises before they find

one that makes it. They contribute to failure rates without having

actually failed.

Also relatively little appears to be knam about the diffeoence in

failure rate between small camimities and large ones. Small ccemamities

can be presumed to present fewer risks if the enterprise meets local

needs.

Liortant to rural economic development is that small

business /enterprise is within the resource capability of most rural

-...",unities, can provide an economic trensition, and promises more

014-taint although possibly less spectacular, returns on imertment than

putting all the economic development eggs in the basket of industrial

relocation. Several researdhers also emphasize that there are more

niches for knowledge based and sustainable small enterprises, that

combine both higher wages and growth potential, than have been filled in

rural areas (Mateo, 1986; Flora and Darling, 1986).

6. !Comic development, especially at state, and local levels, has

largely been Om domain of business people and wconomic development

specialists. But a viable and equitable ccumunity econany is everyone's

business and it is now being emphasized that ecommic development efforts

are more likely to- be successful if the base of collaboration is

broadened - if more segments of the community are involved (Flora and
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Darling, 1986; Green, 1984; Deaton, 1986; Sher, 1986; Wilkinson, 1986).

Some analysts (Summers, 1986; Wilkinson, 1986) contend that there is a

difference between development of the community and development in the

camunity. Economic development can occur within the community but

contribute little to a stronger sense of (Immunity. The argument is that

development of the community can contribute to economic development but

that the reverse doesn't necessarily follow. They contend that new local

economic development partnerships must be forged. Flora and Darling

emphasize the value of creating a broadly representative community

umbrella organization as a necessary feature of development both in and

of the community. +

The Southern Growth Policies Board (1984), Green (1984) and others

emphasize the need for new and different kinds of public - private

partnerships in the name of economic development. EVen as uncoupling is

being described as a feature of industrial restructuring, new forms of

coLpling (networking has become a buzz word) are being emphasized as

essential to achieving goals of broad interest such as econamic

development.

In summary the current opportunity structure for rural community

economic development is a combination of good news and bad. The bad

comes in the fora of little growth potential for those sectors that have

served as the backbone of rural economies. The good news however is that

emerging perspectives on economic development better "fit" the

circumstances of most rural communities and present therefore viable

alternatives to the past preoccupation with industrial development. We

turn our attention now to specific features of rural community economies
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which met be taken into account, incorporated into needs assessments, in

mounting appropriate and IJcality relevant new community economic

development initiatives.

Some Rural-Specific Economic Development Constraints

Virtually all rural cormunities, save those who have been literally

swallowed by metropolitan sprawl, are characterized by population

dispersion. The dispersion poses unique problems in providing quality

community services at a low cost per capita (1wasten, 1986). A part of

the aural community development agenda must be addressed to boo to

overcome the costs of space in continuing to provide needed public

services, especially education.

Compared with metropolitan areas rural counties have approximately

twice the rate of self-eaplayment as metropolitan counties.

Self - employment is often the only way a trained person in a small

community can market their skill (Sher, 1977). The prevalence of

self-employment however causes widely used economic indicators of

economic distress such as unemployment, to be inalicimmasures (?oreching

and Sapp, 1977; Korn ping and Lasley, 1985; Tieeten, 1986). The actual

rate of unemployment in a rural lea has been found to be several times

higher than the official reported rate (Cast 1984: Rorsdhing and

Lasley, 1985). This poses a distinct disadvantage to rural workers since

being "officially unemployed" is often a condition for eligibility for

various services including subsidized training.
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Consequently the degree of rural community economic distress may be

much higher than reflected by unemployment statistics. Underemployment

of large limbers of self-employed persons is a more praainent rural

problem than unemployment.

In general rural communities have Lower per capita income, higher

poverty rates, higher dependency rates and lower labor force

participation rates. These are all triggers for various kinds of public

labor force triining and placement programs and policies. Yet because of

population dispersion and the prevalence of rural self-employment, access

to these services is difficult, if non-existent, in many rural

localities. Weeten concludes:

"My conclusion is that public general education, research, andwelfare programs have had a large and generally positive
socioeconomic impact but that public labor force policies .... for
disadvantaged workers have had, at best, a mixed record." (1986:8)

Therefore either improved access to such services or alternative means of

providing them, is of great potential importance to rural communities,

especially those undergoing major economic dislocations as in the case of
4.

farm crisis communities or those experiencing a factory closing.

Rural communities are characterized by another feature which must be

embodied in any intentional effort to enlist local education efforts in

the cause of economic development. Mural ccmiaanities have been labeled

"Mdcropolitan" (5ameten and Brinkman, 1977). These micro labor markets

are typically characterized by a diversity of occupations and trades but

with few occupants of each. Consequently there is a limited replacement

or expansion demand for any trade or skill. A community might offer a

good economic niche for say, a trained body and fender person, but would
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be unable to a000mmodate all the graduates of a body and fender class.

But matching this potential for productive placement in the micro-economy

runs counter to prevailing methods of skill training. Training is

typically offered to "classes of students" following the dictates of

efficiency in training. But the micro-market doesn't have the capacity

to absorb all the trainees - the option for most is either to leave, or

to seek employment in an occupation or trade other than what they were

trained for. Neither of those options produces much of a return on the

locality's training investment. There is a need in rural localities to

modify approaches to training to better meet local needs and market

capacities.

1ft turn now to sane opportunities for schools for join forces with

other sectors of their communities in the quest for revitalization.

Sorting Rural Revitalization: Some Roles for Smell Schools

Because .oral schools have generally become a part of a national

system of education, their education and training role has typically been

cast in the context of national, rather than specific local, manpower and

educational needs 'and opportunities. Despite our interest in ways

schools might contribute more directly to local economic development, we

emphasize first that rural schools will continue to'have a pars count role

in preparing students to participate in the broader society - including

migration to sources of advanced education and/or diversified and growing

employment opportunities. EVen if rural economic development werc to

"take -off', it is unlikely that all, or even most, rural youth would be

able to fulfill their educational and occupational aspirations within the
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omnunity. For students intending to remain in the camnunity, equipping

than for geographic and occupational mobility is no less important.

Persons lacking abilities for migration are not likely to make productive

contributions to the local economy either.

But if there has been an imbalance in the orientation of camiunity

schools it has been on the side of neglecting the locality as an object

of educational and training attention. That imbalance is largely a

consequence of the stand&-dization of educational curriculum and

procedure that has evolved. The locality is a fertile and accessible but

underutilized educational environment. As Eliot Wigginton (1986) has

described so well and convincingly in his portrayal of the Fcmfire

experience, it is likely that the lessons of school will be more enduring

if they are connected with the world of experience and familiarity. %V

are equally convinced that local economic development efforts will nit

travel far on ignorance of the locality and how it operates.

We divide our discussion of the role of the schools into two parts:

(1) changes in educational content, methods and styles that would better

meet changing hum capital needs of both =amity and society, and (2)

specific methods to more directly connect education and activities of the

school with canmunity econanic development.

Sane Added Caqxnents of !Amen Capital

Industrial and societal restructuring have not diminished the

salience of the idea of human capital. Indeed more attention is being

directed to the importance of education and human resources than ever.
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But it is the kind of human capital has that become an issue as well as

the need for more of it.

"The real issue is that human beings are relatively immdbile on the
globe compared to financial capital. Because of this, investments
in skills, knowledge, and team learning are coming to be the key
determinants of national well-being... (There is a) need to shift
citizens into higher-valued production." (Reich, 1983:266)

The quantity and quality of human capital available is an especially

significant ocnstraint to rural cm:unity development - migrat'A drained

it and rural industrialization did little to create a local demand for

it.

But we suggest that meeting this human capital.need will require

more than producing, or retaining in the calamity, more graduates from

the existing conventional programs. Some adjustments are required - new

and different skills and net methods of providing them are essential to

serving new approaches to economic development and responding to some of

the niches in rural localities. Some of the components of a human

capital construct relevant to job creation and rural economic development

might include:

1. The need for basic education to provide the skills on which to

build other competencies. This is the foundation. Everything else is

secondary. Without a quality basic education students will be hampered

in whatever they do and wherever they go - including remaining in the

locality.

The declining economic base of many rural communities is further

jeopardizing the ability of their school to provide a sound basic

education. Consolidation of schools has been the oath/aloft solution. But
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in many parts of the country population uispersion rakes further

consolidation impractical (Nachtigal, 1982). In the face of other

threats to the community rural people have gained a renewed appreciation

of the importance of the school to the life of the cannunity.

Correspondingly resistance to consolidation has grown.

Many rural cannunities will therefore need to seek creative ways of

providing quality basic_education through-the secondary level. Sharing

of teachers and other services has become a widely practiced adaptation

(Tevis, 1986). Telecammications technology in many forms has become a

promising and cost- effective alternative for meeting the need.

Undoubtedly other innovations will appear as alternatives to closing a

school and /or consolidations.

Industrial restructuring has contributed to a growing recognition

that all students have a need for academic fundamentals. There has been

a tendency to place vocationally oriented students in a separate, less

acadenically rigorous track. There is a need for vocational students to

have much the same training and background in the basic skills and

sciences as their college bound-peers. TO be lacking those capabilities

is a virtual guarantee of less remunerative and productive employment.

Mb add the need for adult basic education. Lacking a basic education

foundation, it is likely that the only alternative to unemployment will

be in what are often termed "dead-end" jobs. The base of literacy, skill,

ccupetenoe has to be broad both locally and nationally. This is

especially important for rural localities because adults are there and

usually have a stronger commitment to staying in the locality. In fact

too often in the past rural communities have been populated by the
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"People Left Behind". Community economic development requires that the

smallest possible number be "left behind". Shifting adults to higher

value productior 's important rural economic development strategy. As

one author observes: "To work, modern economies need a mass well- educated

labor force. An educated elite does not suffice. Illiteracy hurts the

literate." (nnuxmr, 1985:187)

2. Students, future workers, must be more capable of innovation.

To be innovative one must understand the problem - not some narrow slice

of it embedded in a highly, structured and organized production process.

One must understand how "the pieces fit together", if one is to

understand haw they "might fit together" differently and more

effectively.

Innovation is more likely to our in an environment which expects

innovation and wbich -streises flexibility and adaptation. Highly

structured training in highly Czructured organizations is unlikely to be

very productive of flexible and innovative individuals. Flexibility is

an acquired skill as well as an adaptation. If flexibility is

discouraged, innovation is likely to be discouraged as well.

If we wish to teach flexibility and adaptiveness the training

environment must incorporate those features. McDonald and Thompson

(1984) report on their experience in the computer lab of one New England

small school. The lab was open for student and faculty use. The authors

remarked an the apparent lack of order (structure) in the lab: many small

groups and individuals simultaneously working on different problems. The

instructor replied: "I call that my school store style of management.
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School stores tend to run themselves, don't they?" That is a sharply

variant management style fray what is most often confronted in schools.

3. There is a growing demand for generalistg in &Intim to new

kinds of specialists. The need for persons having multiple skills in

especially great in smaller rural communities. Micro labor markets can

absorb few narrowly trained specialists; there is generally a need for

more "jacks (fills) of all trades". This is especially for training

future entrepreneurs. The self-employed and entrepreneurs especially,

need to have multiple skills including business =moment, record

keeping, etc. Yet those are emphases often found lacking in vocational

training.

In the rural environment starting one's can business may be the best,

and only, way of marketing a trade. Yet there has been an unwritten, but

long term, bias-in educatiOn and training - that employees are being

trained. But as we have noted that frequently misses the mark in smaller

communities. "Locking for a job" can Obscure the presence of a viable

self - employment opportunity.

In writing of the need for broadening vocational trening Stu

Rosenfeld recently coined the term "renaissance technicians" (1986). He

writes that:

"High school vocational education will have to stop thinking of
itself primarily as a terminal program aimed at immediate employment
and instead think about placing greater eephaais on preparation for
additional technical education... Unlike the Renaissance man of the
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, who could acquire a wide range of
Skills and diverse knowledge because the world was simpler, the
Renaissance Technician of today and tomorrm must acquire broader
based skills and knowledge because the world is more complex and
changing more quickly. To the Renaissance Man, diversity and
adaptability were luxuries; to the Renaissance Technician, they are
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necessities, critical to the successful modernization of the South's
economy." (1987:2)

4. Innovation stands a better chance of occurring if one is working

as a member of a small group on a larger problem. This is an essential

component of what Reich calls "flex-system" production (1983). It

implies an individual capable of being a contributing umber of a small

production team whose task is not only to produce, but also to solve

problems. While innovation is almost always a product of same

individual's inspiration, possibilities for innovation are enhanced by an

individual's participation in a small, problemp-focused group.

If individuals are to learn how to work effectively in small,

problem oriented groups, their training cannot be limited to individually

acquired skills in an envircommit which is structured to emphasize

interpersonal competition. A part of their training should include team

work. Also a system that concentrates its attention on evaluating

individual performance and attainment with no attention to evaluating

group performance and/or individual's contribution to it, is unlikely to

be effective in tead'ing teamwork.

we might add a parenthetical note. We contend that rural schools

have a distinctly greater probability of producing educational

innovations than their larger counterparts, precisely because they are

small and have the greater potential flexibility and adaptability

inherent in small organizations. Besides rural schools are confronting

probimmilAhich necessitate innovation. Rather than the small rural school

problem continuing to be defined by hod they can catch up with their

larger counterparts, rural schools in coming years nay be the source of
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innovations having broad educational application. Instead of followers

rural schools could became leaders.

The relationship of organizational size to innovation is supported

by a National Academy of Science study (Gellman Research Associates,

Inc., 1982). which reported that small firms were 20 same times more

likely to produce innovations from goverment contracts than were larger

firms.

5. Continuing Education - In periods of rapid change the half-life

of any skill is substantially diminished. We have begun to understand

this and are now placing greater emphasis on adult education and

training. Our traditional ideas about who is a student and how old they

are, are beginning to change. But we are only partially there. TO place

an equal emphasis on continuing adult education will include a

re- evaluation of the school and its purposes. Recently the

superintendent of an Iowa rural school reported that 10 years ago their

school had an enrollment of 450 in grades K-12. But because of the farm

crisis, population loss, and low birth rates their K-12 enrollment

dropped drastically. In response they changed their school priorities

and were now continuing to serve 450 community residents - 50 in

pre-school, 250 in X -12, and 150 adults (Tevis, 1986). That change

reflected a substantial change in the concept of the school in the

ocnrounity.

Training of adults especially, needs to be more cognizant of skills

that can fit local merket places or which can be linked to local economic

development efforts, because adults are generally less mobile than youth

in the short run.
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Rural schools generally do not have the resources to expand the

school program to provide adult basic education. But there are many

other sources of such training, e.g. manpower programs, university

extension courses, community colleges, etc. While such programs are

generally available they are seldom effectively coordinated to serve

specific locality resource _needs. The school as the community's most

visible and proninent education agency, could take a more active part in

helping to broker such outside resources and in tailoring those programs

to specific community needs. In effect, through collaboration with other

resource agencies, could become more of a community learning resource

center.

6. There is a need for community education and for combining

classroom training with experience. A school makes a contribution to

its conamity's development when it places some educational emphasis on

the locality - its natural resources, its economic base, its

organizations and institutions, its history... how it works.

Understanding of the complexity of the modern world begins at home.

Unless students (and community residents) understand their locality they

will have greater difficulty understanding what goes on beyond it. As we

have eaphasized, rural communities have become inextricably linked into

the national and international economy in many tangible ways - from

credit cards to wheat prices. Feasible oomminityeamonic development is

not likely to occur without community understanding of the limitations

and opportunities produced by these linkages.

It is not valid to assume that merely living in a place translates

into understanding how that place operates. It is fair to reason also
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that for students, increased dependence on a text boot driven curriculum

has been at the sacrifice of an understanding of locality. We don't

subscribe to the notion that this is a zero -sum game - that devoting

attention to understanding the locality occurs at the expense of

mastering the basic core curriculum. We feel that Wigginton (Sometimes a

Shining Moment: 1986) melees a compelling case for the educational value

of making connections betv.n-- concepts and local realities.

Whether more attention to locality is supported by laal education

officials or not, there are powerful reasons why it is meld= done. One

is that the professional staff of rural retools is already spread thinly

in covering the core curriculum and has little time to devote to

producing additional materials. A second is that professicnal training

generally fails to provide Umbers with the conceptual tools to link

classroan with camminity. But we suggest there are cammitydevelopnent

benefits to be gained from turning to other sources for such materials.

For example: (1) Students as a resource. The value of experience in

learning is generally conceded. It has been especially stressed that

students not only learn, but gain motivation, by working on things that

adults value. Yet students are typically the most-under-utilized

resource of a school becaue, they are Beldam tilt:el:At of as a resource.

(2) Terming to citizens and ,organizations in the came city for help.

There should be no reason co believe that citizens would be any less

willing to contribute to the instructional prwram of the school than to

raise sr:my to buy band uniforms. The process of producing such

materials can have an Inverts* adult education value as well and

contribute to establishing development relationships between school and
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community organizations. (3) Existing materials. In most communities,

and certainly in every county, there are groups, orclanizations and

agen;4. which have produced reports, plans, and educational materials

for some other purpose. Included are such organizations as the

Cooperative Extension Service (of the state land grant university), Soil

Conservation Service, regi,Aal planning commissions, local historical

societies, county government, etc. Implicit in using any of these

sources of educational materials is a spirit of cooperation and

collaboration which can break down institutional barriers and make a

contribution to community development.

The school prc_ssional staff's lack of time to produce such

materials can actually be a blessing in disguise. 'Awning to other

sources can make an added contribution to student and community

development.

The MVO has been an explication of aa'i principles, extracted from

a variety of sources, which, if implemented, could be expected to add
L.

strong support to rural communi economic development efforts. How such

principles would be applied would be expected to vary from oommunity to

community depending on local circumstances. 1b conclude we turn now to a

brief description of same specific projects and innovations which have

attempted to explicitly cortine local education and local economic

development.

Some Promising Innovations:

We know of no innovative approach which incorporates more of ti

principles suggested above than the idea of School Based Development

Enterprises (SEDE) acvanoed by Jonathan Sher (1977) and dhempiuned by
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many others including especially Paul Delargy of the University of

Georgia. The concept has been applied successfully in rural schools from

Georgia to Alaska. The Poxfire program and books are perhaps the most

well-known example of an SHDE.

In brief the SHOE idea involves the school participating with its

community in doing a needs assessment to determine that enterprises the

community needs and could feasibly support. In further collaboration

with communivy (or outside agency) the school establishes and operates a

business enterprise both to provide the community with a needed business

or service and to provide meaningful, experiential, vocational education

for participating students.

In effect the idea of an SB embodies many of the concepts that are

incorporated into the more recent idea of business incubators

(Hrooks,1186; Brockhaus, 1984; Buck, 1984; Green, 1984; Meyers and Hobbs,

1986). Incubators Thatch" new businesses by providing various kinds of

assistance to fledgling entrepreneurs until an enterprise can make it on

it's own. The basic idea is not for the incubator to remain associated

with the business but to "spin it off" and turn its attention to other

start-ups. Incubators typically involve public private collaboration

(Brockhaus, 1984: Green, 1984). That concept is now being widely used in

tedhnolterbesed enterprises and a number of public universities have

established such incubators (lama, 1984; Meyers and Hobbs, 1986). The

idea of incubators has promise for rural community economic development

but has not diffused widely. As noted the SIDE concept is similar in

orientation and intended purpose. We will return to some further

thoughts about SBJE's below, but first some additional innovations.
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Rosenfeld (1985) providrs descriptions of innovations in four rural

cammnities which have produced explicit school-community economic

development partnerships. One of these, Hartwell, Georgia, involves a

number of ME's oriented toward further capitalizing on the community's

potehtial for tourism) Enterprises include a youth-operated retail

store, a tourist excursion train, and a community theatre. Important

features of this experience is collaboration with the Small Business

DeveLopment Center of the University of Georgia add utilization of JTPA

funds.

In Byng, Oklahoma the students built the school:

"...Spread over 72 acres, the district uses same 48 separate
buildings for the three elementary schools, one middle school, and one
high school. The -:udents themselves, with the support and cooperation
of local construction companies and trade unions, built 40 of thebuildings including cafeteria, gym, library... This,,umusual schoolrepresents not just student labor, but the coop ration between school
adMinistrators, vt7,7ational educators, and community that permeates thetown on all ftducation-resatqc1 matters." (Rosenfeld, 1985:9)

In Shelbyville, Tennessee, with the assistance of a grant from a

local industrial firm "Service Plus" was established which involved

summer placement of teachers in agencies throughout the community. That

experience not only added to teadher salaries and to the availability of

community services but also improved teacher's ability to understand

student's problems and to incorporate a cammunit.r perspective in their

teaching.

In Potosi, Mitoouri, Contract Vocational Education involves

enlisting business people and local trades persons as one-on -one

vocational teachers. The approach adds a wide diversity of trades and

occupations available to students for training, Short-cuts job placement
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for some students, is cost - effective, and brings school and business

community into collaboration.

There are many sources of creative ideas that have worked in same

places. Par example: a publication by the American Association of School

Administrators - Creitive Ideas for Small School (1981); a publication on

Exemplary Rural Education and &monde Develf:pment Linkages by the

National Institute of Work and Learning (1980); a joint publication of

the Institute for Educational Leadership, Inc., and the Small Huainan

Foundation of America, Inc., (Danzberger and Hitch, 1985) which details

numerous ideas and experiences for exchange programs for small businesses

and schools.

However the specific ideas, while useful to know about, are not as

inportant as the intention of whool and connunity to become active

partners in *Proving the quality of life of their community. Rural

casnunities are short-handed in their efforts to achieve sustainable

economic development and can not afford to overlook any pertinent

resource. In an era when knowledge -based economic development is

advocated as the key to industrial restructuring and economic

ccupetitiveness. creatively fashioning new relaticnchips between school

and community has to occupy a position high on the list of priorities.
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